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Minutes of the meeting of Croy Community council held on Monday the 31St July 
2006 in Croy Clinic at 7pm 

Present: Josephine McGuire, James Hunt, Patrick Hunt, John McColl 

Apologies: Marion McColl, Hugh McDade, May McBride. 

Previous Minute: Proposed, James Hunt. 
Seconded, Patrick Hunt. 

Maters Arising: The Secretary informed the council that he contacted the finance 
department and was informed that the annual grant will be paid in the near future 
when the number of residents in Croy is confirmed. 

Reports: The secretary attended a meeting held in the forge rooms in Eastfield 
Cumbernauld regarding Anti Social Behavior, the justice minister Cathy Jamieson 
was in attendance with MSP Cathie Craigie as were member of the police, members 
A,S,B task force and NLC council officers the purpose of the meeting was to take the 
views of the community on how to tackle this problem it was pointed out that it was 
not just young neds that were a problem in the NLC area that ASBOs have also been 
given out to a number of adults. The main concern was the easy availability of drink 
and drugs this was believed to be a major contributor to the problem the police and 
council will be monitoring the situation regarding alcohol licensing. Other main 
concerning issues involved, noisy and disruptive neighbors, youth disorder and 
vandalism it was also confirmed that no parental orders had been issued in N.L. The 
Minister stressed that the Executive are giving Councils resources to tackle the 
problem throughout Scotland and a tool box of recommendations of how to tackle 
them its up to each local Authorities to tackle the problems as they see them. Member 
of the ASB team from NL present stressed that there were certain barriers that 
currently prevented them from doing their jobs properly, the minister asked for detail 
after the meeting. 

Croy Village Park: the Secretary contacted the Council regarding the progress on the 
Village Park now that all the legalities are finally concluded and was astounded to 
discover that a substantial amount of the funds provided by Aggregate Industries to 
enhance the environment of the quarry are being diverted to an unrelated project, a 
play area in Cuilmuir View. The Community Council is very concerned as this money 
was ring fenced and given by Aggregate Industries as a way of compensation to 
enhance the area around Croy Quarry and expressed their deep concern and 
disappointment as there have been no consultation whatsoever from any department 
or at any level of the council regarding this decision despite frequent enquiries made 
on the project and considering the input the Community Council had in obtaining this 
funding. The C.C. agreed to write to Councillor Francis Griffin to enquire as to whom 
and when made this decision and what plans do NLC have for the quarry and the 
proposed picnic and recreation area. 

Financial: Balance E778.19. 



Correspondence: was read out and noted 

AOB: None. 

Date of next meeting: to be arranged 
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